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Briefing: Diving into the way changes in the automotive and transportation industry will impact how people interact with architecture. This report explores 
trends in drive-thru retail, autonomous vehicles, urban transportation, delivery and logistics and more. 
Takeaway: The safety protocols that are currently in place will undoubtedly leave a mark on consumers, even in a post-COVID world. As consumers adjust 
their lives to be more hygienic and healthy, governments re-think public health policies and brands adjust to shifted production processes and office cultures, 
the current pandemic has created a psychological shift when it comes to how we view our lifestyles. Changes to public and private infrastructures are 
therefore inevitable, even when life returns to "normal."

Top Insights

Home-Inspired Auto Auto brands are working to supercharge comfort and experience in car design
Trend - As the smart car concept is continuously evolving, auto brands are looking for ways to deliver on designs that closely mimic the home environment. The range of concepts here is robuts—from entertainment 
solutions to chic interiors that are powered by smart technology.  Insight - As innovative technology is continuously introduced into new markets, contemporary consumers are setting the bar for their expectations higher. 
Aware that tech can deliver on multiple desired features—including comfort, convenience, efficiency, and precisions—individuals are looking for increasingly elevated lifestyle experiences. This is rooted partially in 
curiosity, as well as a desire of alleviating any unnecessary stress. 

Scenic Route Rather than focusing on efficiency, navigation apps and maps emphasize scenery
Trend - Navigation apps are introducing new features that make travel or urban commutes more customizable for consumers—from apps that calculate one's route by avoiding dark streets as much as possible to ones that 
offer numerous different ways to reach a destination.  Insight - Exhausted by the demands of their busy schedules, many consumers are attempting to practice mindfulness more often in their day-to-day—whether it is 
finding a deeper connection with nature or generally slowing down This allows individuals to feel calmer and less stressed, ultimately avoiding burnout. In this space, many are prioritizing accessible activities that can be 
seamlessly introduced to their lifestyle.

Rural Transport Brands are introducing tech-enhanced public transport solutions for rural areas
Trend - Designers are proposing various high-tech solutions that will help individuals in rural areas get around with ease. These innovations are focused on bringing functionality and convenience to communities, as well as 
a more eco-friendly approach to public transportation.  Insight - Somewhat or fully aware of the many technological advancements that are being implemented to enhance the living standards of cities, members of rural 
communities are emphasizing the need for better infrastructure in smaller towns. Since individuals in these spaces are looking for a higher degree of convenience and efficiency, they are creating a strong demand for the 
update of important town functions—from transportation to food access. When these needs are met, consumers feel better supported and capable of achieving their [continued online]

Smart Parking Tech companies are striving to make the parking experience easier for consumers
Trend - Through the increasing incorporation of various technology—from robots to artificial intelligence—companies are launching tools that will assist individuals in finding and navigating parking spaces.  Insight - Since 
urban populations are exponentially growing, contemporary consumers in these environments are placing a premium on efficiency and convenience. As they attempt to navigate the demands of their busy lifestyles, they 
are looking for ways to make some experiences more seamless in order to avoid any unnecessary stress. In this space, many are emphasizing the use of technology as they are aware of its potential.







Home-Inspired Autoo
Auto brands are working to supercharge comfort and experience in car design

Next-Generation Connected eCockpits
Panasonic Automotive's Concept Uses SkipGen 3.0 Tech and More

Party-Focused Electric Concepts
Cadillac's Electric Party Bus is the Epitome of Slick Design

Futuristic Vehicle Cockpits
The Samsung Digital Cockpit 2020 Shows Off the Future at 

CES 2020

Smart In-Car Information Systems
Mercedes Announced Its New MBUX Hyperscreen 

Launching in 2022

Trend - As the smart car concept is continuously evolving, auto brands are looking for ways to deliver on designs that closely mimic the home environment. The range of concepts here is 
robuts—from entertainment solutions to chic interiors that are powered by smart technology.

Insight - As innovative technology is continuously introduced into new markets, contemporary consumers are setting the bar for their expectations higher. Aware that tech can deliver on 
multiple desired features—including comfort, convenience, efficiency, and precisions—individuals are looking for increasingly elevated lifestyle experiences. This is rooted partially in 
curiosity, as well as a desire of alleviating any unnecessary stress. 
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Smart Parkingo
Tech companies are striving to make the parking experience easier for consumers

Multipurpose Parking Hubs
REEF Technology is Transforming Parking Spaces 

for the On-Demand Economy

Parking Spot Rental Remotes
The Conceptual 'Parkey' Lets Drivers Find a Parking 

Spot Fast

Automated Car-Parking Robots
This Stanley Robotics Robot will Streamline Airport 

Parking

AI-Powered Parking Technology
The Effectiveness of Fetchi.ai is Being Tested in 

Munich, Germany

Trend - Through the increasing incorporation of various technology—from robots to artificial intelligence—companies are launching tools that will assist individuals in finding and 
navigating parking spaces.

Insight - Since urban populations are exponentially growing, contemporary consumers in these environments are placing a premium on efficiency and convenience. As they attempt to 
navigate the demands of their busy lifestyles, they are looking for ways to make some experiences more seamless in order to avoid any unnecessary stress. In this space, many are 
emphasizing the use of technology as they are aware of its potential.
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On-the-Go Vaccineo
Concepts for vaccination centres are prioritizing efficiency and convenience

Mobile Retail Vaccination Clinics
The Giant Mobile Vaccination Clinic will Offer Flu Shots

Drive-Through Vaccination Clinics
Architect NBBJ Boasts a Concept for Prefab Drive-Through 

Clinics

Mobile Vaccination Centres
Waugh Thistleton Architects Boasts a Concept for the 

Immunization Phase

Vaccination Center-Hosting Restaurants
Brewdog Wants to Speed Up Vaccination Delivery

Trend - Designers and brands are working to expedite the COVID-19 vaccination delivery by proposing new formats. Concepts here range from drive-thru convenience to restaurants who 
are collaborating with health care officials to provide additional space.

Insight - The COVID-19 pandemic has vividly exposed to consumers the shortcomings of healthcare in their region, both in terms of resource availability and service delivery. Aware of the 
omnipresent importance of this industry, individuals are demanding better preparedness, as well as efficiency and convenience in everyday healthcare. This, in turn, will leave consumers 
feeling calmer, as well as better supported for the future. 
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Scenic Routeo
Rather than focusing on efficiency, navigation apps and maps emphasize scenery

Mood-Specific Navigation Apps
The Sproute App Seeks to Radically Rethink How 

We Travel

Restaurant Road Trip Maps
Chili's Created Road Trip Routes with Attractions & 

Restaurant Stops

Scenic Route Driving Apps
The Roads by Porsche App is Designed for Drivers 

Who Love the Experience

Scenic Motorcycle Navigation Apps
Scenic Takes You on an Exciting Journey with Your 

Motorcycle

Trend - Navigation apps are introducing new features that make travel or urban commutes more customizable for consumers—from apps that calculate one's route by avoiding dark 
streets as much as possible to ones that offer numerous different ways to reach a destination.

Insight - Exhausted by the demands of their busy schedules, many consumers are attempting to practice mindfulness more often in their day-to-day—whether it is finding a deeper 
connection with nature or generally slowing down This allows individuals to feel calmer and less stressed, ultimately avoiding burnout. In this space, many are prioritizing accessible 
activities that can be seamlessly introduced to their lifestyle.
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Fine Drive-Thruo
Fine dining restaurants are opting-in for the drive-thru business model

Drive-In Tasting Menus
Fine Dining Restaurant Bulrush Adapts to the Climate of COVID-19

High-End Burger Drive-Thrus
Canlis Bets on Take-Out, Drive-Thru, and Delivery During 

COVID-19

Fine Dining Drive-Thru Restaurants
Resy is Hosting a Drive-Thru Dinner at the Hollywood 

Palladium

Five-Course Drive-Thru Restaurants
Atelier Restaurant Embraces the Drive-Thru Business Model

Trend - Fine dining restaurants are continuing to adapt to the government-imposed restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic. While before, these businesses were often at-home 
meals and virtual dining, now they are boasting immersive drive-thru experiences.

Insight - Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, consumers are forced to continuously place limitations on their lifestyle—from work-related events to their entertainment choices. As time 
goes on, however, some become restless and even nostalgic about the activities that they enjoyed pre-pandemic. In light of this, individuals are looking to diversify their experiences and 
indulge in something that was available to them before, while maintaining rules of social and business conduct during COVID. This affords them peace of mind.
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Rural Transporto
Brands are introducing tech-enhanced public transport solutions for rural areas

Developing Nation Vehicle Designs
The Conceptual 'Project Outreach' Vehicle 

Supports Communities

Futuristic Elevated Train Lines
AeroSlider Seeks to Revolutionize the Way People 

Travel

Electric AI-Powered Tractors
The 'Ukko' Concept Tractor is Futuristic, Safe and 

Sculpted

Electric Bus Deployments
Recently, the BYD Delivered a Fleet of Electric 

Busses to Barbados

Trend - Designers are proposing various high-tech solutions that will help individuals in rural areas get around with ease. These innovations are focused on bringing functionality and 
convenience to communities, as well as a more eco-friendly approach to public transportation.

Insight - Somewhat or fully aware of the many technological advancements that are being implemented to enhance the living standards of cities, members of rural communities are 
emphasizing the need for better infrastructure in smaller towns. Since individuals in these spaces are looking for a higher degree of convenience and efficiency, they are creating a strong 
demand for the update of important town functions—from transportation to food access. When these needs are met, consumers feel better supported and capable of achieving their 
own goals. 
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